
The Red Snapper Fishery
Part 2

Introduction

Economists and biologists at the Environmental Defense Fund (“EDF”) strongly favor
adoption of an Individual Transferable Quota (“ITQ”) system for the Gulf of Mexico’s red
snapper fishery. In fact, EDF economist, Pete Emerson, and fisheries biologist, Pamela Baker,
together with commercial reef fisherman, Felix Cox, wrote a 28-page paper called Managing
the Gulf of Mexico Commercial Red Snapper Fishery that makes the case that a red snapper
ITQ system should be adopted. This report is attached as Exhibit A. The authors presented the
paper to the Committee to Review Individual Fishing Quotas of the National Research
Council in January 1998. But it would take more than a written report on the benefits of ITQ
systems to persuade the Gulf of Mexico Fishery Management Council (“Gulf Council”), the
National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”), and Gulf coast fishermen themselves, to take
another look at ITQs. After the failed 1995 commercial red snapper ITQ proposal, developed
by the Gulf Council and approved by the NMFS, but scuttled at the last minute by a
Congressional moratorium on ITQs, EDF knew that significant hurdles stood in the way of
any future red snapper ITQ program in the Gulf coast region.

What strategy should EDF adopt with respect to ITQs?  Do the opponents of ITQs
raise valid objections?  Can EDF persuade other environmental groups, and other key interest
groups, to support an ITQ program?  How?  How should EDF address the statutory
moratorium and referendum issues?

What should any future red snapper ITQ program look like? Should it be significantly
different than the 1995 proposal, codified at 50 CFR §622.16 (and attached as part of Exhibit
A to the first part of this case study)? If so, in what ways? And, what should be done about the
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recreational red snapper fishery, which was not even included in the proposed 1995 ITQ
program?

Are there other key elements that should be included in a future red snapper fishery
management program in conjunction with the ITQ program that EDF favors?

What is an ITQ program?

ITQs are a fishery management system that allocates a certain amount of the
established annual catch to individual fishermen or vessel owners. Once distributed,
fishermen can buy, sell, or trade their shares or ITQs to other fishermen or vessel owners.
Fishermen or vessel owners not included in the initial ITQ allocation must purchase shares in
order to participate in the fishery. EDF and other supporters of ITQ programs argue that
compared with other fishery management options available, ITQs represent the most cost-
effective and socially beneficial means of promoting a sustainable reef fish industry in the
Gulf coast region.

EDF believes that an ITQ system could eliminate the following three fishery
management problems that have developed in the Gulf coast red snapper fishery as a result of
the fishing derby management approach:

1. Economic inefficiencies resulting from excess fishing capacity.

2. Depressed fish prices caused by temporary excess supplies during the derbies.

3. Unnecessary risks to the safety of fishermen and their vessels during fishing
derby “rodeos.”

With regard to economic inefficiencies, experience with other ITQ programs
implemented in other regions shows that excess fishing fleet capacity would be reduced. In
the Mid-Atlantic surf clam fishery, the number of fishing vessels dropped from 115 to 72 after
only one year of ITQ management. In the South Atlantic weakfish fishery, the fishing fleet
dropped from 49 to 31 vessels after less than two years of ITQ management. In 1996, 420
commercial reef-fishing vessels landed red snapper that was counted towards the annual
commercial quota.  Many experts believe, however, that the commercial red snapper fishery
in the Gulf can sustain only 40 to 50 boats.

What are the Obstacles to Adopting an ITQ Program?

Any proposal to adopt and implement an ITQ system in the Gulf of Mexico must
address the following controversial issues:

• How should initial ITQ shares be allocated (“the baseline problem”)?

• How should transfers of ITQ shares be administered and regulated?  Should
there be any restrictions on transferability?  Should there be a limit on the
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number of shares that any entity can own?  Should shares be transferable to
non-U.S. citizens?  How can the administrative costs of transferring ITQ
shares be minimized?

• How can the Gulf Council minimize economic disruption and hardship
within the existing commercial red snapper fishery, which includes many
more licensed fishermen than the fishery can sustain in the long term?

• Can the ITQ program be effectively enforced at a reasonable cost?  If so,
how?

Allocation of Shares

The baseline allocation of commercial red snapper ITQ shares in the 1995 proposal
was a controversial component and remained unresolved at the time Congress enacted the
statutory moratorium. An initial allocation based on derby participation, for example, would
reward the fishermen and vessels that were able to catch large amounts of red snapper during
the short derby seasons. These beneficiaries would include fishermen that are closer to the
coastal reef fishing areas, those who can fish in all kinds of weather, and those who have
faster boats. In contrast, an initial allocation of shares based on pre-derby participation in the
red snapper fishery would reward a different group of fishermen and vessels; those with a
successful catch history in the red snapper fishery, but who were unable to successfully
compete in the derbies.

EDF believes that to help ensure equity in the initial allocation of shares, a future ITQ
program could incorporate additional provisions to compensate the fishermen and vessels that
would not benefit as much under whatever initial allocation formula was used.

Transferability & Local Community Impact

Greenpeace has been one of the most vocal critics of ITQs.  In its view, ITQs are
likely to lead to concentrated ownership of ITQ shares by large fishing corporations—to the
detriment of the environment.  According to a Greenpeace report entitled “Sinking Fast”1:

Individual Transferable Quotas, or ITQs, would privatize fisheries by allocating
exclusive ownership rights to a percentage of the harvest to boat owners on the basis of prior
catch history.  Under this system, each share would be transferable; shareholders could sell
their shares or buy others’ just as they would buy and sell futures on the commodity market.
ITQs would institutionalize the process of consolidation now underway, rewarding those with
the largest capital resources and biggest fleets.  Conglomerates like Tyson Seafoods or RGI-
owned American Seafoods would be allocated the largest shares, based on the recent fishing
history of their boats.  They would also be able to buy up additional shares of the fishing
quota, taking the politically messy allocation process out of the public’s hands and letting

                                                          
1 You can find the report at:

http://www.greenpeace.org/~usa/reports/biodiversity/sinking_fast
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market forces decide who will fish.  In short, the wealthiest can effectively buy control over
the fishery.

ITQs are promoted as a panacea for the ills of overcapitalization and overfishing.
Proponents claim that ITQs are a way to limit the number of boats, extend shortened fishing
seasons, reduce waste and bycatch, and improve safety.  However, small-boat owners and
fishermen using cleaner fishing gear would be excluded from most fisheries based on their
smaller financial means and lower percentage of the catch.

Others worry that, absent restrictions on transferability, ITQ shares will end up in the
hands of foreign fishing companies—to the detriment of the American fishing industry.

Impact on the Local Community

Local fishing communities have expressed concern that, by reducing
“overcapitalization” and thus the number of boats fishing, ITQs will lead to economic
depression in the local communities.  They also share Greenpeace’s fear that large
corporations will end up owning a high percentage of the ITQ shares, although the local
community’s concern is that concentrated ownership will further injure the local economy.
Their fears are fed by stories such as the following June 1996 article from Harper’s Magazine
that relates what happened when ITQs were introduced into Quahog Clam fishery:

When ITQs were introduced, 180-odd quota recipients, designated by Q-
numbers, suddenly had clamming rights worth $84 million.  But as NMFS intended,
the new system also forced consolidation: overcapitalized clam fleets were halved
overnight.  Smaller fishermen [such as Q079] found that their quota was too small to
earn a profit.  Many were forced to sell out, but Q079 chose to rent additional clam-
harvesting rights from Eastern Shore, one of the largest quota owners that together
own 51 percent of the quahog rights.  Two others are accounting giant KPMG and
National Westminster Bank, which hold quahog-harvesting rights as collateral on boat
loans.  If borrowers default, consolidation will likely accelerate as the banks sell those
rights to big operations like Eastern Shore.

Not all ITQ beneficiaries could be described as deserving, particularly
Allocation Holder No. Q160, Eastern Shore, which is owned by Arthur Richard Myers
and family.  When NMFS calculated Myers’s original quota based on the historical
haul of his boats, it overlooked his numerous violations of federal fishing
regulations—violations that inflated his quota share—and his 1992 conviction for
smuggling 90,000 pounds of marijuana aboard his clam boat, the Mary Jane.
Although he’s serving ten years in a Virginia prison, Myers’s future looks bright
indeed.  His quahog allocation is worth roughly $1 million, and Myers-owned
companies control at least 5.2 percent of the even more lucrative surf-clam harvest, an
asset worth another $4.6 million.

Not that he actually fishes….  Myers leases most of his Quahog quota to other
boats.  By playing clam-lord, Myers earned about $200,000 last year for not fishing
his quahogs.  And because Eastern Shore is one of a handful of clam processors, these
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lessees probably sold Myers’s clams back to him.  He sets the price, and formerly
independent fishermen are seafood sharecroppers.  Because ITQs promote vertical
integration based on control of the resource, seafood processors like Eastern Shore or
Tyson Foods can “own” their raw material while it is still underwater, marking it up
all the way to the diner’s plate.  Knowing a good thing when he sees it, Myers has
been steadily buying quota shares.

Enforcement

Many fishermen and governmental officials believe that existing enforcement levels
are inadequate to minimize illegal fishing and unreported landings under a year-round ITQ-
based fishing season.  They fear that, absent effective enforcement:

• Fishers who do not hold an ITQ share or who have exhausted their share for the year
will try to fish anyway and sell their catch through back channels.  Some refer to this
practice as “quota busting.”

• Other fishers will try to “high grade” their catch.  As the fishers catch fish at sea, they
will keep only the large and most profitable fish (which would count toward their
quota) and throw the others back to sea (where most of the discarded fish would
probably die).

The Gulf Council estimated in 1995 that an annual enforcement budget of over $1.5
million would be required to police an ITQ system, compared to the existing $450,000
budget.

Conclusion

Given these considerations and concerns, what should EDF propose?  And how should
EDF try to “market” its proposals to relevant interest groups?

Case Study Exhibits

   Exhibit A: Baker, Cox, & Emerson, Managing the Gulf of Mexico Commercial Red Snapper
Fishery (1/98)

   Exhibit B: McQuaid, Quotas Might Save Both Fish & Fishers (3/96)


